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Celebrity AREAS OF THE BODY Model -Turned -- Top Beauty Expert, Louisa Graves, is one of the most
highly sought-after specialists in the media." says Louisa Women survey that after using my do-able
suggestions, they become energized and empowered, look and feel more beautiful, confident, and prepared
to consider on life's day to day challenges with significantly less stress.com, or check out her blog at
LouisaGraves. She actually is a beauty advisor for Initial Magazine, contributes a normal "Look & FEEL
GREAT" column for AOL Huffington Post Mass media Group, her guidelines have been presented on
MSNBC.com, WomansDay. Day in NY, Hot 97/ NY, KIIS/FM, WGN/Chicago, K-Earth/Los Angeles, and
100's more.com, AolJobs.com, SheKnows.com and even appeared on the cover of Woman's Globe
Magazine. "I've spent years studying the technology of beauty, rejuvenation and women's health and offer a
variety of safe, doctor-approved budget solutions, that address our "check out toe" problems.com,
AOLHealth. View Louisa TV Sizzle reel at hollywoodbeautysecrets. I've made it my mission to greatly help
active gals on the run to look and feel their very best regardless of what age or spending budget. Louisa has
appeared on myriad tv shows including: The Chat, The Doctors, Extra, Eye on LA, The Style Network,
Discovery Channel, LA CBS2/CKAL, KTLA Morning News, and Nip Tuck's Documentary, "The Science
of Beauty", merely to name a few. When you meet Louisa in person, you will see that she "walks the chat"!
How come Louisa the best "Look & Feel Good" Expert? Louisa's profession as a high celebrity body parts
model in Hollywood serendipitously led her to composing this doctor recommended publication.com. Being
truly a Beauty Professional keeps her very occupied, though she still gets phone calls from producers to dual
her "picture-perfect" hands and areas of the body for A-List celebrities including: Jennifer Garner, Penelope
Cruz. Milla Jovovich, Alyssa Milano, Kate Walsh, Debra Messing, Courtney-Thorne Smith, Kirstie Alley,
Patricia Heaton, Andie MacDowell, Cindy Crawford, Rachel Weisz, Gwyneth Paltrow, among the
Desperate Housewives, to name a few. Louisa can be on the Pulse of What Women Want! In addition to tv,
Louisa is a seasoned pro on over 500 radio shows including: Sirius XM's Doctor Radio: The Dermatology
Present with Dr. Thousands have utilized my doctor-approved guidelines and beauty dishes including:
moms, teens, actresses, versions, Hollywood make-up artists, baby boomers, executives, doctors, radio and
TV personalities, and even royalty!com/sizzle2, see testimonials and more info at hollywoodbeautysecrets.
She reveals scientifically proved, noninvasive "appear and feel great" alternatives that don't cost a lot of
money. My tips are more popular than ever before - given our current economic times!" says Louisa
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THANK YOU LOUISA!The purchase price on this book does not even begin to compare to the amount of
money, time and most of all RESULTS that knowledge will give you.3 An absolutely amazing book. It truly
has some incredibly simple and yet powerful key..This book was ideal for me since it get right into the
solutions without having to read endless explanations and stories.. < It's the perfect gift! I believe women
would find this an excellent "girl-friend" present... Although one could probably find identical elixirs on the
internet, and although the author's cure-alls may not provide eternal youth, I'm having a great time making
my very own masques and age place erasers. Someone has pulled my leg Save your valuable money
because.. It is literally a list of solutions. Save yourself the amount of money and just go on YouTube and
search "hollywood beauty secrets." You will not find anything more in this book than what you can get for
free online. Got it on Kindle for my telephone and I want .. This women has done her research! First got it
on Kindle for my telephone and I wish I would have bought a paper copy it's packed full of information and
using Kindle on my telephone its really difficult to scroll through and get to different sections of the book
without needing to go the long way-page by page. Great ideas in this book..Full of great ideas, and easy to
understand. Two Stars I'm not offered on all her ideasNothing life changing. How exactly to take better
treatment of ourselves is something we are usually learning about.Thisbook is a superb addition to any self
help library, buying another for my sisters daughters.They have become young teens and the information
will be priceless to them as the years pass.. Good book. Good book for info and several helpful hints.
Hollywood Beauly Secrets: Remedies to the Rescue This compilation of a model's home made (literally)
beauty potions is so much fun. The elements are easy to obtain, and those I've tried really work. The
publication is well organized and well-written. I have tried many of the remedies that are in the publication
and they do not work at all. I have tried many of the remedies that are in . Five Stars a great book Four Stars
great beauty tips for brain, body and spirit Three Stars Good ideas in this book! Three Stars beauty secrets
much better
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